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SMBH mass is completely insignificant:                                 ,

so its gravity affects only a region 

- far smaller than bulge 

M ⇠ 10�3Mbulge

how?

why does the galaxy notice the hole?
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SMBH releases accretion energy ⇠ 0.1MBHc2 ⇠ 1061 erg
galaxy bulge binding energy Mb�2 ⇠ 1058 erg

    galaxy notices hole through energy release:
     
                                 `feedback’

well....
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SMBH – host connection

SMBH in every large galaxy (Soltan)

but only a small fraction of galaxies are AGN

 SMBH grow at Eddington rate in AGN

                               
                                                                  electron scattering opacity
                               

 AGN should produce Eddington winds 

⌘c2Ṁ = L = LEdd =
4⇡GMc


, =
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Ṁv =
LEdd

c

disc

most photons  eventually escape along cones near axis

    on average photons give up all 
    momentum to outflow after ~ 1 scattering

Super-Eddington Accretion

most mass
expelled as
wind
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(King & Pounds, 2003: cf later cosmological simulations)
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P Cygni profile of iron K- alpha: wind  with  v ' 0.1c

PG1211 + 143    (Pounds & Reeves, 2009)

`ultrafast outflow’ -- `UFO’
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even though only a fraction                        of accretion energy is in
mechanical form, this is more than enough energy to unbind the bulge

            how does the bulge survive?

outflow affects galaxy bulge

SMBH releases accretion energy ⇠ 0.1MBHc2 ⇠ 1061 erg
galaxy bulge binding energy Mb�2 ⇠ 1058 erg

(⌘/2) ' 0.05
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wind must collide with bulge gas, and shock – what happens?

either

(a) shocked gas cools:                     `momentum–driven flow’ 
                                                          negligible thermal pressure - 
                                                          most energy lost
or

(b)  shocked gas does not cool:       `energy–driven  flow’
                                                          thermal pressure > ram pressure

Compton cooling by quasar radiation field very effective out to 
cooling radius                                    (cf Ciotti & Ostriker, 1997, 2001)

initial expansion into bulge gas is driven by momentum             only 
            

wind shock

RC ⇠ 50� 500 pc
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swept-up ambient gas, mildly shocked

ambient gas
Eddington
wind,

SMBH

wind shock
          

outer shock
driven into 
ambient gas

v ⇠ 0.1c
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d
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[M(R)Ṙ] +

GM(R)[M +M
tot

(R)]

R2

= 4⇡R2⇢v2 = Ṁ
out

v =
L
Edd

c

since gas fraction fg is small, gravitating mass inside R
is ' M

tot

(R): equation of motion of shell is

where M is the black hole mass

motion of swept-up shell
 total mass (dark, stars, gas) inside radius R of unperturbed bulge is  

                                                                        

but swept-up gas mass

forces on shell are gravity of mass within R , and wind ram pressure:

M
tot

(R) =
2�2R

G

M(R) =
2fg�2R

G
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using M(R),M
tot

(R) this reduces to

integrate equation of motion by multiplying through by R ˙R: then

R2
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= �2GMR� 2�2
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using M(R),M
tot

(R) this reduces to

if M < M�, no solution at large R (rhs < 0)

Eddington thrust too small to lift swept-up shell

integrate equation of motion by multiplying through by R ˙R: then
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using M(R),M
tot

(R) this reduces to

if M < M�, no solution at large R (rhs < 0)

Eddington thrust too small to lift swept-up shell

integrate equation of motion by multiplying through by R ˙R: then
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but if M > M�,
˙R2 ! 2�2

, and shell can be expelled completelybut if M > M�,
˙R2 ! 2�2

, and shell can be expelled completely
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M� =
fg

⇡G2
�4 ' 2⇥ 108M��

4
200

critical value                                                                                         

remarkably close to observed               relation despite effectively 
no free parameter 

M � �
(fg ⇠ 0.1)

         SMBH mass grows until 
Eddington thrust expels gas feeding it 

(King, 2003; 2005)
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shells confined to vicinity 
of BH until M = M�

R . Rinf ⇠ few ⇥ GM

�2
⇠ 10� 50�2

200 pc
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wind shock is adiabatic: hot postshock gas does PdV work

on surroundings

ve =


2⌘�2c

3fg

�1/3
' 1000�2/3

200 km s�1

close to quasar shocked gas cooled by inverse Compton effect
(momentum-driven flow)

              

transition to energy-driven flow once                      

but once M > M�, R can exceed RC : wind shock no longer cools

M� reached

 bulge gas driven out at high speed
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once  BH grows to                 , shock passes cooling radius
=> large-scale energy-driven flow

M > M�

Zubovas & King,
2012a
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energy--driven outflows rapidly converge to

and persist even after central quasar turns off

high velocity outflow at large radius

also for other potentials: Zubovas & King, 2012b
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density contrast => energy-driven outflow 
shock may be  Rayleigh-Taylor unstable  

two—phase medium: gamma—rays and molecular emission mixed 

large--scale high speed molecular outflows, e.g. Mrk 231:
                          

galaxy bulge should produce gamma-ray emission
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outer shock runs ahead of contact discontinuity into

ambient ISM: velocity jump across it is a factor (� + 1)/(� � 1):

fixes velocity as

v
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AGN feedback: Herschel  (molecular outflows) 

Mrk 231 – OH Outflow 

Mrk 231 
terminal velocity (obs): ~1.100 km/s 
Rout (model)  ~1.0 kpc 
 
outflow rate (dM/dt):  ~1.200 M/yr 
 
SFR:     ~100 M/yr 
 
gas mass (from CO):   4.2 x 109 M 

 
depletion time scale (Mgas/M): ~4 x 106 yr  
 
mechanical energy:  ≥  1056 ergs 
 
mechanical luminosity:  ≥  1%  LIR 
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C. Cicone et al.: Massive molecular outflows and evidence for AGN feedback from CO observations

Fig. 12. Correlation between the kinetic power of the outflow and the
AGN bolometric luminosity. Symbols and colour-coding as in Fig. 8.
The grey line represents the theoretical expectation of models of AGN
feedback, for which PK,OF = 5%LAGN. The red dashed line represents
the linear fit to our data, excluding the upper limits. The error bar
shown at the bottom-right of the plot corresponds to an average error
of ±0.5 dex.

time scale, especially in the powerful AGNs of our sample, can
be even shorter than 10–20 Myr, which is the quenching time in-
ferred by recent studies of post-starburst galaxies at intermediate
and high redshifts (Christy Tremonti, priv. comm.). Conversely,
the depletion time scales associated with the consumption of gas
by star formation are too long and fail to meet these conditions
in most objects.

6.3. Kinetic power of the outflows

Figure 12 shows the kinetic power of the molecular outflow
as a function of AGN luminosity. Theoretical models of AGN
feedback and cosmological simulations predict a coupling e!-
ciency between AGN-driven outflows and AGN power of !5%,
for AGN accreting close to the Eddington limit (which is likely
the case for, at least, the most luminous AGNs in our sample).
This is also the Pkin/LAGN fraction needed to explain the MBH"!
relation in local galaxies (e.g. King 2010; Zubovas & King 2012;
Lapi et al. 2005). Our observations of massive molecular out-
flows in AGN-host galaxies, overall, appear to confirm this pre-
diction. In Fig. 12 we indicate the locus of points having an
outflow kinetic power that is 5% of the AGN luminosity, and
galaxies hosting powerful quasars are indeed located close to
this value. The best-fit to our data points by excluding the upper
limits is

log(Pkin,OF) = ("9.6 ± 6.1) + (1.18 ± 0.14) log(LAGN), (3)

and it is indicated in Fig. 12. It is interesting that low lumi-
nosity AGNs seem to show an e!ciency lower than 5%. Most
likely, these AGNs (especially the LINERs) are accreting at a
rate lower than Eddington. One should also note that in some
of these low luminosity AGNs (e.g. IC 5063, see Morganti et al.
(2013), and possibly NGC 1266 and NGC 6764, as suggested by
Alatalo et al. (2011) and Leon et al. (2007), respectively) a ra-
dio jet is thought to contribute to the acceleration of the molec-
ular gas. Additional detailed observations are required to bet-
ter understand the outflow driving mechanism in these objects.

Fig. 13. Kinetic power of the outflow plotted as a function of the ki-
netic power of a supernova-driven wind. Symbols and colour-coding as
in Fig. 8. Error bars as in Fig. 12. The black and grey lines mark the
relations PK,OF = PK,SF, PK,OF = 10% PK,SF, and PK,OF = 1% PK,SF.

Starburst galaxy upper limits are located above the 5% line, in-
dicating that in these objects a di"erent source of energy is re-
quired, most likely provided by SN ejecta and radiation pressure
from the young stars.

The kinetic power of the outflow is compared in Fig. 13 with
the kinetic power injected by supernovae, as inferred from the
SFR, following Veilleux et al. (2005) (see Table 3 and relevant
explanation in Sect. 5). Figure 13 shows that the outflow kinetic
power achieved in the “pure” starburst galaxies and in some of
the starburst-dominated objects is compatible with a supernova-
driven wind, with a coupling e!ciency of a few up to a few tens
of percentage points. Conversely, for most of the heavily AGN-
dominated sources, it is clear that the additional contribution of
the AGN is needed to produce the observed outflow energetics.

6.4. Momentum rate of the outflows

The momentum rate provides an additional important indicator
of the nature of the outflow and an important test for models.
In models in which the outflow is generated by a nuclear AGN-
driven wind, the momentum rate transferred by the AGN pho-
tons to the surrounding medium is given by the average number
of scattering by each photon. Some of these models predict, for
AGNs accreting close to the Eddington limit, momentum fluxes
of !20 LAGN/c (e.g. Zubovas & King 2012; Faucher-Giguère &
Quataert 2012).

Very interestingly, we find that the “momentum boost”, i.e.
the ratio of v ṀH2,OF to the AGN radiative momentum output
LAGN/c, ranges from !10 to !50 in the galaxies where the AGN
contributes more than 10% to the total bolometric luminosity
(Table 4). In particular, most of our sources (except the “pure”
starbursts) do follow, within the errors, the relation v ṀH2,OF !
20 LAGN/c (Fig. 14). This finding supports both the AGN energy-
driven nature of these outflows and the AGN feedback mod-
els that have been proposed so far, in which a fast and highly
ionised wind, arising from the nuclear regions of the AGN, cre-
ates a shock wave that propagates into the ISM of the galaxy
(Zubovas & King 2012; Faucher-Giguère & Quataert 2012).
We explore this hypothesis further in Fig. 15, by reproducing

A21, page 17 of 25

Maiolino et al., 
2013
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galaxy disc

spirals: bulge outflow pressure => disc star formation

bulge outflow pressurizes central 
disc, and stimulates star formation

expanding shocked bulge gas

bulge quenched, disc briefly fired up?
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inhomogeneous ISM? 

if ISM is patchy, of two-temperature effects important, not obvious that 
wind shocks always cool

could outflows be energy-driven at all radii? (Faucher-Giguere & 
Quataert, 2012,  Bourne & Nayakshin 2013, 2014) 

if most of mass in dense blobs, these feel only drag of wind
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inhomogeneous ISM? 

if most of mass in dense blobs, these feel only drag of wind

in simple cases this is dimensionally ~ ram pressure - maybe M-sigma 
OK?

but not obvious -- e.g. D’Alembert’s paradox -- no drag on smooth
objects
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inhomogeneous ISM? 
calculation of drag => boundary layer; unstable, numerically difficult

instabilities producing blobs also numerically difficult

two-fluid effects on Compton cooling also difficult!

but observational distinction is clear: 

             momentum-driven = small-scale

                energy-driven = large-scale
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evidence for localised behaviour?

1. super--solar QSO abundances                                               
same gas swept up, turned into stars, recycled => enrichment in very 
centre of galaxy

2. removal of DM cusps: repeated small--scale (momentum-driven)
outflow and fallback very effective (cf Pontzen & Governato 2012,
who used SNe (less mass, less effective)

3. inner parts of most galaxy discs do not show enhanced star 
formation => no energy-driven outflow most of the time

4. metals produced by stellar evolution in galaxy eventually expelled
to large radii by energy--driven outflow -- CGM
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SMBH feedback: summary

  AGN have Eddington winds,                                              

  Compton cooling by AGN radiation field effective out to 

   resulting momentum-driven flow establishes             relation 

   once                  shock passes        and flow become energy-driven, 
   with                               and                                             (molecular)
    
    galaxy bulge becomes `red and dead’, but can stimulate disc SF

                 divides localised from global behaviour:  
    super-solar abundances in AGN, removal of DM cusps (local)
    metal pollution of CGM (local to global)
   
    for more details see King & Pounds, ARAA, 2015
                     

Ṁv = LEdd/c , v ⇠ 0.1c

RC . 0.5 kpc

M � �

M > M� RC
v ⇠ 1000 km s�1 Ṁ

out

⇠ few 1000M� yr�1

M � �
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